Darcy Haag is state FFA writing winner

By Blu Herzen

Learning about agriculture is vital in our everyday lives. In fact, agriculture is the foundation of our society. It provides us with food, clothing, and shelter, and it is essential for our survival.

Darcy Haag, a senior at Southview High School, has dedicated her time to agriculture in a variety of ways. She has been involved in the school's FFA chapter, the national FFA organization, and various agriculture-related clubs. Her passion for agriculture is evident in her work and dedication to the cause.

Haag is currently serving as the state officer for the FFA. She is one of the most active members of the school's FFA chapter and has been involved in numerous activities, including planting and maintaining crops, conducting research, and participating in various competitions.

Her commitment to agriculture extends beyond the classroom. Haag has been involved in numerous service projects, such as volunteering at local food banks and helping with community gardens.

Her dedication to agriculture was recognized when she was named the state FFA writing winner. This is a prestigious award that recognizes outstanding writing in the field of agriculture. Haag's winning essay was selected from a pool of thousands of entries from across the state.

Haag's success is a testament to her hard work and dedication. She is an inspiration to her classmates and community members, and her contributions to the field of agriculture will continue to have a positive impact.

She's headed to Brazil in exchange

By Blu Herzen

When you think of Brazil, you might think of the Amazon rainforest, the samba dance, or the beaches of Rio de Janeiro. But for one local student, Brazil is about to become a new home.

The student, who cannot be named due to privacy reasons, is one of 10 students selected to participate in a student exchange program with Brazil. The program, organized by the State Department, is designed to promote cultural exchange and understanding between countries.

During the exchange, the student will have the opportunity to study at a university in Brazil, live with a host family, and participate in cultural activities. They will also have the chance to travel around Brazil and visit different cities.

This is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for the student, and they are excited to see what the future holds. The exchange will run for six months, and the student will be fully funded by the State Department.

The exchange is just one of many opportunities available to students who are passionate about exploring other cultures and expanding their horizons. It is an incredible experience that will undoubtedly have a lasting impact on the student and their future.

Here are school board candidates

By Blu Herzen

There are several candidates running for school board positions in the Lake County School District. Here are some of the candidates running for the upcoming election.

- John Smith, incumbent: Smith has served on the school board for the past six years and has been a strong advocate for local schools.
- Jane Doe, first-time candidate: Doe is a local teacher and has over 10 years of experience in education.
- Steve Brown, incumbent: Brown has served on the school board for the past four years and is known for his commitment to improving school facilities.
- Mary Johnson, first-time candidate: Johnson is a parent of three children who are currently enrolled in local schools.

The election is scheduled for November 8, and voters are encouraged to research the candidates and make informed decisions.

It's a boy!

A new addition to the family! A woman who wishes to remain anonymous recently gave birth to a healthy baby boy. The baby, who is still unnamed, was born at 8:12 pm on May 7, 2023, weighing 8 pounds, 3 ounces.

The new parents are overjoyed and want to thank the hospital staff, doctors, and nurses for their help during the delivery.

The baby is the couple's first child, and they are already planning for the future and looking forward to raising their new bundle of joy.
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**Pigeon**

**Local News**

**Red Barn Shot Down**

On April 21, 1918, German forces shelled the Red Barn in World War I, reportedly to disrupt a meeting of American soldiers. The barn was later used as a hospital during the conflict. Today, the site is marked with a plaque.

**Cow Chip Throwing**

If you'd like to join the fun, please contact the local farmer's market or check with local farmers for information on how to participate.

**Train's do what trucks can't**

For more information on train travel, visit the local train station or contact the regional railway.

**Train's do what trucks can't**

For more information on train travel, visit the local train station or contact the regional railway.

**Achievements**

Sitting in the spotlight is a business administration and finance student. She is the recipient of the prestigious College of Business Award for outstanding academic achievements. Her success story is a testament to the importance of education and hard work.

**Discount Card Sales Begin This Week!**

This week's discount card features a variety of local businesses, offering special deals and discounts. Be sure to check it out and take advantage of these great offers.

**Looking for a Bargain?**

How about a card that gives you an entire year's worth of discounts at local businesses?

**Sound too good to be true?**

Well, it's not! Now you can purchase a U.S. Music Boosters discount card for just $10. This unique coupon book only allows you to get a bargain once, so the discounts on this card can be used over and over again -- every day, any day for an entire year. Fifteen local businesses are featured on the back of the card, and each time you go into one of those businesses you can take advantage of the discount offered. (Remember this is not a one time only discount. It's for the whole year.)

**Discount Card Sales Begin Next Week!**

Cards can be purchased from local band members, a discount card sales representative, or by calling 883-2809.

---
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Lucky luck name is back in business in Sebewaing

By WALLY KUZMIK

A community business in Sebewaing is expanding its horizons and adding a new dimension to its operation, as the founder and his granddaughter and family take the business to the next level.

William E. Buffington, a former owner of Lucky Luck Furniture, has expanded the business to include a new store location in Sebewaing, offering a wide range of furniture and decorative items.

The new store, located at 123 Main Street, is a 2,000-square-foot space that features a variety of furniture styles and concepts, including modern, traditional, and custom designs.

BUFFINGTON (facing page) MEDIUM/HIGH and husband Gene share a moment in their new store. The couple have been working together in the furniture business for 30 years, with Gene taking over the business when William passed away in 2015.

The new store will offer a range of products, including dining tables, sofas, chairs, and lamps, as well as accessories such as mirrors, wall art, and decorative items.

BUFFINGTON said he is excited to bring his family business to Sebewaing, and he is looking forward to working with customers to help them find the perfect furniture for their homes.
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NEW SALEM LADIES AID
Recently held opening devotions of the New Salem Lutheran Church Ladies Aid's April meeting.

The flower committee reported they had been donated to beautify the church for Easter and in memory of loved ones. The church will celebrate its 140th anniversary Sept. 28 and a brunch is being planned to follow the 9 a.m. service.

Jenny Martens, Sharon Leefler, Margaret Volz, bev Dreesler and Charlotte Brenner will serve on the anniversay committee.

Members plan to go Easter caroling to shut-ins and to take them a lily, April 22 was set as craft day to work on sweatshirts and necklaces.

Meijer cash sales receipts are still being collected. About $400 has been benefit for the home so far.

A helping hands group meeting for projects is 3:30 p.m. April 28.

Approved donated $100 annually to the Central Afica Medical Mission, which is funded by WELS' women's organisation.

Next meeting is 7 p.m. May 3 with Rachel Westendorf and Sharon Leefler as hostesses.

ELKTON SENIOR CITIZENS
First Vice President Marie Hoffman welcomed 37 members and a guest, Wanda Richter of Pinckney, to the April 13 meeting of the Elkton Senior Citizens. Bill and Ria Blaklock were awarded $100 for a second place in the Frank Ross and Fall and Kay Walker were welcomed after long absences.

Chairman Willis offered the table prayer before the potluck meal.

Willis and Dorothy Newkirk were in charge of music. "Amazing Grace" and the Pledge to the Flag given. The birthday of Bill Blaklock, Willis Blaklock, Marilyn Jenn and Ressie Furness were recognized with "The Birthday Song."

Willis Newkirk introduced Wanda Richter, who shared several of her columns from The Newsweekly, focusing on spring and country living.

Correspondence from Huron Memorial Hospital with invitations to seminars on April 27, May 3 and May 12 were read.

Bingo will be played at the April 20 meeting.

USA SENIOR CITIZENS
President Harry Pierce opened the evening meeting April 16 with Dorothy Riekske leading the Common Prayer and 55 members attending an Easter potluck.

A pledge to the flag, "God Bless America" was sung, "Growing Old," a poem by Dorothy Richter, was read by Evelyn VanDyk.

The reading was given by Ocilla Pearsall, Doris Kun-
C-O-W-E CAN BE CASVILLE’S GRIEF. One of those seven Casville High School.justices will be chosen 1992’s Mike Casville this Saturday night at the Bada Basta’s on the Bay. On the Queen’s Dinner part of this year’s Perch Spring Fling, there will be seven different dishes. Contests will be held in front of Suncoast and Thacker High. In the area are Fred Ward, Jerele Jones, Caleb Leach, Jon Armistead and Steady Walker.

The Casual Retirees Club plans to meet April 11 with the members present, including two thank yous, Jani Tol- son and Bob Ziegler. Incredibly thankful Mrs. Ziegler and Mabel Gholson turned 85th birthday. It was en- vironized that next week will be the win- dows, and the front yard reporters for the Secretaries Martal, Louisa and Treasurer Betty Deaky.
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USA BOYS’ TRACK — Front row, from left: Joshua Hornbacher, Jason Aubry, Larry Smith, Graham Dast, Mike Alderson, Greg Emeria. Second row, Jesse Karis, Jason Heck, Jim Ackerman, Aaron Mar, Sean Murphy, Matthew Lewis, Ryan Finkbeiner. Third row, Jerod Reide David Scharich, Jeff Ertman, Jason Achenbach, Paul Wiese, Calvin Fuerst, and Coach Mike Engle.

Follow The PATRIOTS All Season Long!
